The Proa table is distinctive for its iconic design and exceptional functionality. With a unique large central base, Proa becomes the essential archetype of the central column table for both business meetings and home use.

Proa’s design allows it to blend seamlessly into any work environment, whether public or private. Its elliptical base blends harmoniously creating a continuous and fluid path around its contour.

Behind its simplicity lies a complete technical development with extensive connectivity possibilities. The Proa table becomes the center of any meeting or collaborative space, providing formal elegance and the ability to accommodate all types of multimedia, electrical and digital connections. In addition, it has the option of a removable door for easy access.

The versatility of Proa Conference allows it to adapt its shape according to the needs of each project, offering multiple dimensions. Its base is made of Pure ECO® thermo-polymer, a 100% recycled material, available in white, black and cement finishes.

In addition, Proa Conference provides complete connectivity and power solutions, with a full range of electric and connection boxes that enable smart energy use during meetings.
Proa Conference is a conference table range with a central base made of Pure ECO® Thermopolymer in white, black and cement finishes. It can be configured with table top sizes from 2,400 x 1,200 mm. to 3,000 x 1,500 mm. The table top is available in several types of shapes and a wide variety of finishes and materials such as oak, lacquered, laminate, TP laminate, Technical Stone, marble, cement and glass. Modular armchair with BIO® thermo-polymer base and upholstered seat and back.